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NAME: _______________________________ VORNAME: _______________________ 

 

Prüfungsteil 1: Hörverstehen 

You will hear each recording twice. After each listening, you will have time to complete your 

answers. 

Task 1: Science Podcasts 

Preparation time: 30 seconds 

You will hear the beginnings of five episodes from a science podcast.  

Choose from the list (A–G) which heading best applies to which episode (1–5). For each 

episode, there is only one correct answer. There are two more headings than you need.  

 

Headings 

A Invisible companions 

B A popular field of study 

C A disruptive natural force 

D Diverging ways of perception  

E Fostering your body’s microorganisms 

F Our predecessors’ way of displaying status  

G Reassessment through archaeological evidence 

 
 

Episode 1 2 3 4 5 

Heading      

Now listen to the recording again. 
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Task 2: Love for Queuing 

Preparation time: 1 minute 

You will hear a report from 2020 about a national stereotype: the British love for queuing.  

While listening, fill in the missing information. You need not write complete sentences. Unless 

otherwise specified, name one aspect. 

1 Why more queues are 

expected 

 

2 
What the reporter says 

about how the weather 

has been changing  

 

3 
How people in a queue 

behave according to the 

man interviewed 

 

4 
What the interviewed 

woman experiences as 

unusual  

 

5 What queuing research 

focusses on 

 

6 Why multi-lane queues 

should be avoided 

 

7 
Why people in a queue 

should be kept informed 

about waiting time 

 

8 
Why disregarding queuing 

rules makes people feel 

angry 

 

9 
What the Irish comedian 

Jarlath Regan finds 

strange 

 

10 
Why Regan thinks the 

British have a positive 

attitude towards queuing  

 

Now listen to the recording again. 
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Task 3: Police Reform 

Preparation time: 2 minutes 

You will hear a radio report on police reform in the US city of Camden, New Jersey.  

While listening, tick () the correct answer (a, b, or c). There is only one correct answer.  

1. Police reform in Camden is unusual because one department was … 

a against the reform.  

b completely dissolved.  

c merged with the county’s police force.   

2. During a community block party, police officers … 

a faced suspicion and fear.  

b bought food and drinks from residents.    

c played with children and handed out treats.   

3. According to the report, Camden has not yet achieved its objective because … 

a poverty is still a problem.  

b the police are still too militant.  

c the murder rate has increased.     

4. According to Director Lou Capelli, the reform was only successful because it was … 

a met with public support.    

b carried out with a lot of determination.  

c demanded by various police organisations.  

5. Capelli explains that he and his team struggled to succeed because they … 

a faced harassment.  

b were short of staff.   

c lost their financial backing.  
 

 

Please turn over. 
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6. The reporter says that people in Camden feel … 

a things have noticeably improved.  

b they were involved in making a change.    

c ashamed of their history of drug-related crime.     

7. Captain Zsakhiem James believes police departments should … 

a focus more on capital crime.    

b prohibit unnecessary police violence.    

c recognize the value of interacting with locals.  

8. James explains they started de-escalation training because … 

a new types of crimes had emerged.  

b police officers were becoming too aggressive.  

c traditional policing methods had proven unsuccessful.  

9. Graduates from the police academy are expected to … 

a pass through different departments.  

b do voluntary work in their communities.  

c seek ways to make contact with residents.   

10. According to the reporter, Camden’s police officers … 

a appreciate their new roles.  

b have to work a lot of overtime.    

c come from different ethnic backgrounds.  

Now listen to the recording again. 
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